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“Exceed expectations through
innovation, integrity, and
service to the community.”
DEPARTMENT VISION STATEMENT

“Exceed expectations
through innovation,
integrity, and service
to the community.”
This is the Public
Works Department’s
Vision Statement and I
believe that we met
this vision in 2020.
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DEBI MELING, PE
This last year was
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR
one in which we
could not have met
the needs of the community without innovation and
integrity given the challenges we all faced. We know
that setting a goal to exceed expectations is a lofty
endeavor since we strive to provide services at such a
consistently high level. Exceeding expectations is
challenging because people have come to expect
nothing less than clean water comes out when you
open a tap, roads are cleared of snow, garbage cans
get emptied when they are full, and when you flush a
toilet, everything goes away! However, I think we
were able to meet this goal by maintaining all of
these essential services when it could have been
expected for us to lose a step here and there.
I am pleased to say that because of the extreme
dedication of the Public Works Department staff, the
level of service people have come to expect was met
again this year and that deserves recognition. So, a
huge thank you to our staff – your dedication, hard
work and commitment did not go unnoticed.
We also appreciate the support of the administration
and policy body – we had to get creative to meet
needs this year and your support allowed us to do
that. And, thank you to the community for your
patience when we ran into roadblocks and had to find
our way around them. While we hope 2021 won’t
throw as many challenges at us as 2020 did, we are
committed to providing the services that our
community has come to expect and we will do our
best to even exceed them on occasion!
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CROSSWALK
SAFETY
Community safety is the driving force behind our service mission at Public Works. Seeing
our planning measures come to fruition and knowing that we have provided a resource
that benefits our citizens is a job perk we both enjoy and cherish.
Recently, there were changes to Federal regulations that required crosswalks at multi-lane
roundabouts to be signalized. In order to satisfy these requirements, the City set out to
install over 120 flashing beacons on all the crosswalks of the Shiloh Road roundabouts. The
project was originally scheduled to be finished in two years, but it was completed this fall
due to low construction costs.
The project savings also allowed the City to install flashing beacons on four additional
school crossings, furthering our commitment to support the Healthy by Design and Safe
Routes to School vision.
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KEEPING BILLINGS BEAUTIFUL
Our Street-Traffic Division was hard at work in 2020. They help keep
Billings beautiful and traffic flowing with their maintenance projects
throughout the year.

BEFORE

Staff completed over 3,300 hours of mowing maintenance including more than 67 miles
of City Right-of-Way, maintained over 25 miles of multi-use trails, provided weed and
pest control to over 11 acres , cleaned 28 islands and most controlled intersections, exceeded 40 miles and 500 zones of irrigation blowouts, completed 10 major irrigation
repairs along with normal system maintenance and removed 20+ dead or destroyed
trees.

AFTER
Numerous alleys received pruning for sanitation and gravel crews
to have better access and site lines to do their work safely.
The island was rebuilt at Grand/6th/Division for a cost of around
$20,000, which included renewing electrical, irrigation, dirt work
and new sod. Doing the work in-house was a real money-saver!

BEFORE

AFTER

Street Sweeping efforts involving 3,212 hours of
actual brooms on the ground sweeping time
and resulted in 11,756 yards of materiel

OLD
CAMERA

removed from city streets.
Storm Sewer maintenance accomplished 55,655

NEW CAMERA
EQUIPEMNT HELPS STAFF
GET THE JOB DONE !

feet of storm lines cleaned and video inspected.
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We cleaned up
after more than
80 deer vs vehicle
collisions too!

Did you know we handle the
production and installation of
our traffic signs in-house?
• 773 signs replaced
• 99 stop signs replaced
Painting efforts are always on
the summer project list. Here’s
what 2020 looked like:
• 11,540 gallons yellow paint
• 6,472 gallons white paint

WHAT IT TAKES
The Public Works Department invests in
our City’s infrastructures every year for
maintenance and improvement projects.
Have you ever wondered what that
means exactly? On this page you will see
some of our annual reporting for these
activities, keep in mind that all of this
takes place simultaneously while still
addressing any other needs or
emergencies that arise.

323 crosswalks were painted
and center line striping
completed included:
• Yellow: 1,311,406 feet
(248 miles)
• White: 1,270,851 feet
(241 miles)

3,149 tons of asphalt were used at a cost
of $175,286 to complete:
•
72 street surface repairs following
utility service leaks
• 34 re-paves following water main
projects
• 24 manholes and water valves
lowered to aid in the residential snow
plowing efforts

Street lights often go unnoticed
by the community, until they
aren’t lighting the way:

All gravel roads were bladed 3 times and
dust suppressant was applied. All the
alleys in Billings Heights were checked
and bladed. Also, all the alleys from
Division to 36th Street West between
Grand Ave and Old Laurel Road were
checked, trimmed of branches, cleaned
and bladed this summer.

• 147 signals
• 30 school flashers
There are many other tasks that
are taken care of routinely:

• 850 street lights repaired
• 12 light poles repaired
• 10 light poles replaced
We strive to address community
concerns as quickly as possible.
In 2020 we responded to and
made repairs for:

•
•

50 traffic signal locates
24 hours updating times on
downtown signals
• 20 hours graffiti removal
• 8 flashing beacon repairs
• 27 hours upgrading red LED
signal lights
• 21 hours repairing and
painting back plates
There were 19 signals upgraded
with new cabinets, controllers,
and some received Gridsmart
detection as well.
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INNOVATION AT WORK
As we reached the final stages of the $75,000,000 reconstruction
project at the Wastewater Reclamation Facility (WRF), we shifted
our sights to engaging the new system to its full potential.
Operations at the WRF have been working through refining and
optimizing all of the processes throughout the system over the
past year. Whether a process came into place as a result of new
or upgraded equipment or a change in regulations, 2020 has seen
significant positive change through these innovations.

The Facility is performing at the highest levels ever experienced in
Billings, providing notable gains in our reclaimed water quality,
improved air quality and overall efficiency, including energy
savings recognized by Northwestern Energy.
Throughout the reconstruction project and during the fine-tuning
phase, staff maintained our service levels and daily operations
without missing a beat, despite the additional work and
challenges. The time staff has spent focused on lighting the path
forward is a testament to their commitment to serving the
community and Public Works’ investment in our future.
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SERVICE LINES
Each year there are a series of pipe-bursting projects which
are part of our program to replace outdated water service
lines throughout Billings.
The summer of 2020 saw 3,000 feet of service lines
replaced and marked the completion of this program for
the Southside area, the first part of the City to reach this
goal.
During the construction, residents and businesses effected
were placed on temporary water service and received
regular water quality testing by our State certified
Laboratory before, during and after the project.
During the pipe-bursting and other service line
replacement projects, the Lab tested 281 samples related
to these activities alone.
The two Water Quality Labs are responsible for ensuring
water condition throughout the entire water treatment
and wastewater reclamation processes. They also
providing our annual Consumer Confidence Report and
monitor our compliance with applicable regulatory rules.

Sanitary Sewer line blockages were abundant, and crews
responded to 117 calls for help. In many cases the culprit
was non-flushable items that made there way down the
drain. With toilet paper in short supply for part of the
year, consumers turned to paper towels or wet-wipes,
which are not designed to break down in pipes.
Items like this can make it all the way to the Wastewater
Reclamation Facility, causing issues with machinery and
systems there too.
We are proud of our staff of essential workers, who
maintained our utility services and completed planned
projects despite the additional challenges presented by
the pandemic.
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Asset
Management
DOING MORE

Developing a more robust Asset
Management Program (AMP) has
been on the launching pad as an
idea for some time. In 2020 Public
Works engaged a consultant to help
us apply global solutions to local
challenges.

The team at Public Works
is always looking at
ways to be even better
at we do.
With that desire to
innovate and improve
as the driving
force behind two
initiatives in
development, we are
looking to the future
with excitement.

Geographic
Information

These initiatives will
support each other in
practice and
include an advanced
Asset Management Plan
and refined Geographic
Information System.

By assisting with the records of all
assets, their lifecycle and
relationships, Public Works will be
able to enhance data-driven
decision making and strategic
planning efforts to deliver on our
commitment to provide the highest
level of service and value possible.
Which is exactly what our
community expects and deserves.
Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) record data relating to the
what and where of well, anything
and everything. It provides the
exact location and elevation of
features, both natural and
manmade. Accurate recording and
accessibility of this data is critical
not only to our operations at Public
Works, but also to emergency
services throughout the County.
Along with the improved
productivity and efficiency to the
Public Works’ staff also comes
greater community engagement
through tools like interactive
mapping features and open data
access.
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IN THE NEWS
You may have seen Public Works in the news this year,
with stories ranging from our long time City Engineer,
Debi Meling, taking on a new challenge as Director of the
Department, to the Wastewater Reclamation Facility
earning the City a rebate for energy efficiency, or KTVQ’s
On the Job with Rob featuring our Distribution &
Collections team to other operational and maintenance
activity like the Pipe-bursting and Smoke Test projects.
We share televised and digital messaging through our
partners at KTVQ-Q2 and their affiliates all year.

WANT MORE?

Find detailed information about
all aspects of the Public Works
Department online at

billingsmtpublicworks.gov
BEFORE

Stay informed with frequent
updates, alerts and notices on
construction projects, utility
services, holiday schedules, job
opportunities as well as helpful
information like water saving
tips by following us at

Pictured above and right is the
King Avenue East Reconstruction
and Improvement Project

AFTER

facebook@billingsmtpublicworks
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EXCELLENCE  INNOVATION  INTEGRITY

CONTACT US
Administration
Engineering Services
Environmental Affairs
Solid Waste Services
Street-Traffic Maintenance
Utilities Customer Service
Utility Emergency (After Hours)

406-657-8230
406-657-8231
406-247-8663
406-657-8285
406-657-8250
406-657-8315
406-657-8353

Community Partners
Billings Heights Water District
Montana-Dakota Utilities
Northwestern Energy

Phone
406-252-0539
406-896-4250
888-467-2669

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATION
2224 Montana Ave
Billings, MT. 59101
P 406.657.8230
billingsmtpublicworks.gov
facebook@billingsmtpublicworks
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